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We the people of Goodland Avenue, Studio City oppose the building of any new houses that:

1. Seek a variance or exemptions for size, boundaries, height, road modifications, or other 
requests seeking more than what is presently permitted by law as the burdens to the 
neighborhood, lack of conformity, and detriment to the other homes and owners of property and 
the rights of those who reside on, around and below the sub standard hillsides are being 
prejudiced and subject to an inequitable application of the law;
2. A one size fits all approach to the determination and application of how, when and how much 
removal of dirt, hillside and digging below grade should NOT occur on any new home project site 
as the composition of the lots vary greatly and each sub standard hillside is distinct requiring 
individual review and study; and
3. We do not want the land use and council people to perpetuate the one sided law making that 
has favored builders and developers over current homeowners and demand that the archaic and 
needlessly complex and overly difficult process of hearings and notices be revised immediately as 
the current process is over burdensome, capricious, oppressive and prejudicial lo the average 
homeowner.

Overall a COMPLETE, NOT CURSORY RUBBER STAMP APPROACH, NEEDS TO BE 
CONDUCTED to assess the FULL IMPACT of the project. Further investigation and assessment 
is needed so that a vote at this time should not occur.
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